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hydraulic capacitance 
pneumatic capacitanc,e 
equivalent d1aaeter 
puap displaceaent 
error 
applied force 
grade 
no1111le height 
pertoraanc• criterion 
pol:,tropio oeett1cient 
spring conatant 
flow-pressure proportionality constants 
fuel flow rate 
dynaaic coefficient of viscosity 
engine efficiency 
transa1as1on efficiency 
pressure 
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control preaaure 
. 'e engine power 
P1 input presaui-e 
,, 
load. JO'!ff 
IJilo 41fterential output preaaure 
'• output n••••• 
'• 
1111:,p~ _....., 
Cl throttle 
p density 
R univusal. gu constant 
Ile Reynolds nua'IDer 
•1 input fluidic rea1atance 
R 
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speed ratio 
• Laplace tranatom variable 
sd optiaum (des1re4) engine speed 
s. engine shaft speed 
8L load speed· 
t tiae 
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v voluae 
Va actual engine aan1told vacu• 
yd optill• (desired) ·vacuua· 
1f mus flow rate 
Ale control now 
x, x d1splaceaent 
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OHAP!'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Hydrostatic Transmission and Controller 
Ever since its invention, the internal combustion engine has 
challenged controls engineers to utilise its power effectively. The 
Hydrostatio-Transmission (HST) is one of the more recent, and more 
promising, developaents to help accomplish this task. According to 
Heinrich (1), the HST is "more compact, easier to apply, functionally 
superior, and utilizes engine horsepower over broader vehicle speed 
ranges"1 than other types of transmissions, The HST consists of a pump 
coupled hydraulically to a motor, both of which may have variable 
displacements. If variable, the displacements are varied mechanically 
and have an infinite nuaber of settings, that is, they are continuously 
variable over their range. Now the promise of the HST for the controls 
engineer shows through. With an infinite variance, it can be controlled 
to ma.xim.ize any reasonable performance criteria for the engine-}lST power 
train that can be established. 
Some of the performance criteria that have been established in the 
past are maxim.wa vehicle acceleration, maximum engine efficiency, or 
minim.um fuel cons'Ullption. Wilson (2) proposed to govern engine speed 
1A. Heinrich, "Application of Mobile Hydrostatic Transniission~" 
A.bst;act of S.A.E. Paper No. 670696, Presented at the 1967-SoAeE~ Meeting. · 
1 
2 
to produce max:irnllll power ontput while controlling. the pmp displacement 
to give .maxiaum vehicle. acceleration (motor displaceaent varied by 
opera.tor). A o.ontroller pro.posed by Howard ( 3) adjusts the ratio of 
input speed to output speed (speed ratio) to give aaximUJ1 load at ma.xi-
Jll:llll engine tbrott1-e.. This. type of controller wouldfilldits best 
a.;p,plica.tion in a situation. like afa.ra tractor where 11&d11:wa load ud 
auia\'llll tm:ottle are simultaneously and continuously required., Finally, 
Woods, e.t al. ( 4 ) have developed.. a controller which varies the load on 
the engine to ll&Xi.m:ize ... .overall system efficiency and, therefore, 
lliniaize. £uel cons'tlllption. 
Selection of a Controller Concept 
The controller ... d.eveloped by Woods, et al., the v-s centroller, WJ.8 
· .. aele..c.ted for further st.ud.)r..since it offers fl.exibillty of ccmcept. The 
v-s controller was so..naaed because it senses the engine speed (68) uci 
the engine vacuUll (Va), then.controls the transmissien speed ratio to 
&pt1m1z.e the overall syste.n. efficiency, hence, vacuum-speed. or v-s 
eontreller. The concept ef a vacumi-s;peed type controller was devel•:,,d 
fer. a nominal load (zero grade), but exp.eriment and theory shGwed t.lM.t 
otf-nollinal performance was goodo In order to develop a more sophisti-
cated. Qontroller (one .that c.ontrals. for an arbitrary: load.)0 a third 
engina .. ~le. J1.USt he .. aea.suredo This .allows. tme controller to 
ealculate the exact operating point on the engine operating.mapo 
However, the locus of all o.ptim.um vacua-speed eperating points (ioeo 
those whi.ah .give ... m1 n:hnll1l fuel consUJ1ption) is a rather na.rro.w band en 
the engine vacU1.UD.-speed m&p. Therefore, there is little difference 
between an arbitrary load and a nominal load in the vac'tlwa-speed 
relationship. Consequently, vacuum-speed controllers offer three-vari-
able performance at the expense of measuring only two engine variabl ... 
The Fundamental Limitation of the v-s Controller 
Woods, et al. chose to implement the V-S controller with fluidics. 
From a practical standpoint, this means that a regulated pneumatic 
pressure supply must be furnished. Boothe and Kelley (5) have shown 
that conventional fluidic amplifiers will run satisfactorily on hy-
draulic fluid as long as certain Reynolds number considerations are 
observed. The entire v-s controller circuit could be run on hydraulic 
fluid. The HST is usually equipped with an auxiliary pump to make up 
internal leakage. This pump could be pressure compensated to form. a 
ready hydraulic supply and the pneumatic supply could be discarded, A 
fundaaental limitation of the present v-s controller then is that it 
~son compressed air. 
This limitation is more severe than it appears at first since the 
illplementation methods of the v-s controller took advantage .of the 
pneumatic implementation, and do not lend themselves to easy conversion 
to hydraulic operation. The v-s controller capitalized on the fact th$.t 
the vacuum is a pneUJ11atic signal and was therefore compatible with the 
remaining pneumatic fluidic circuitry. The engine speed was sensed by 
a fairly coJllDlon AC fluidics method. In order to convert directly to 
hydraulic operation, some boundary, or interface, must be supplied 
between the pneumatic vacuum and the hydraulic controller. Furthermore, 
the engine speed must be sensed hydraulically. Several techniques exist 
for hydraulic sensing of the engine speed--all of which are relatively 
bulky and awkward compared. to the v-s controller fluidic circuitry. 
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.The v-s controller was based on the fact that the engine vacuum. is 
a DC signal which varies in direct proportion to the load on the engine. 
However, the total vacuum signal also has an alternating pressure signal 
(AC} which pulses in direct proportion to the speed of the engine. 
Therefore, the vacuUJll contains both DC and AC information and this fact 
forms the basis of the Modified v-s controller. The AC information in 
the vacuum signal eliminates the need for a separate circuit to generate 
the speed signal. 
Purpose 
The first step toward successful implementation of the Modified 
v-s controller requires that AC and DC information be extracted from 
the single engine vacuum signal. Furthermore, the device(s) employed 
to isolate each part of the total vacuum signal must be able to function 
as fluidic/hydraulic interfaces since the Modified v-s controller will 
run on hydraulic fluido Consequently, it is the purpose of this thesis 
to determine the feasibility of extracting AC and DC information from 
the total vacuum signal in such a manner that it be compatible with 
hydraulic controller operation. 
Summary 
An outline of the development of the vacuum-speed controller 
concept and the v-s controller is presented in this thesis. The design 
of devices (AC and DC isolators) which perform the tasks of interfacing 
and AC and DC vacuum signal isolation is presented. A fluidie circuit 
1Jllplementat1on which employs the AC and DC isolators (the Modified v-s 
controller} is discussed. Results of laboratory tests on alternate 
5 
methods of obtaining frequency-to-analog conversion for use in the 
Modified v-s controller are presented. and analyzed. Finally, operational 
considerations for a hydraulic Modified v-s controller are discussed. 
CHAPl'ER II 
THE VACUUM-SPEED CONTROLLER 
· In this olla.pter, the necess.&rJ graphs and equa.tiens are presented. 
to allow the .reader to follow the .. d.eve1Qpaent of tb.e concept and 
implem.entatien of the vacuum-speed controller. Ba.th the v-s contro;1er 
and the Modified. V•S controller utilize the saae.basic functional 
approach. That is, both control the vacuwa-speed. relationsAip. Tne:r,-
fore, per.tom.a.nee mappings carried out by WoGda, and summarized in tAis 
chapter, were relie.d ... upon to predict engine and. t:ransm.iss1on beharlor 
iurimg. the develoi.aent of the Modified V•S contrellEF• 
Establishing the Performance Criterion 
Smown in Figure 1 is a block diagJ:"am. representation of en 
uncontrolled power train, In the simpl.est applications of .. HST's, the 
operator .provides both the throttle position, 41, and the speed ratio, 
Rs, inputs, The operator "closes. the loopo'' However, even with a 
higllly .. skilled. .operator0 this may l>e a very ineff'ic.ient a.ode of operation 
by any stana.8.l.'do Therefore, some sort of automatic control is oft~t11 
desired to schedule I or Rs for optimum operation and• therefere, take 
full.er advantage of the potential of the HST, 
Stated sinlply, Woods., et .al., so:ugb.t a transmission controller to 
yield the highest load power at the lowest fuel eonswnptiom rate. Thus, 
7 
Power Source Transmission 5e SL 1-----... Load 
q 
------~ 
Figure 1. The Flow of Info:rmation in the Uncontrolled Power Train 
a performance criterion, J, was established. t(I) be maximized. 
J -~ m 
the enghe efficiency is defined .. as 
inserting this expression yields. 
Se Te 
1'le • :i 
81, T1 
J • . . ne Sa Te 
furthermore, the transmission_ ef£ici.ency may be defined as 
SL Tt 
nt • Se Te 
so that the :performance critmon becomes 
(1) 
Therefore, max1wizat1on of the performance criterion .. (ma.xi.au pewer for 
.Jainiamn. fuel .conswaption) is acco11plisbed 'by maximizing the predu.ct of 
the engine and transaission efficienc1e$. 
Maxillizimg the Perto:caance Criterion 
In ord.er to perfom tl:le actual max1•1 zation of (1), descriptions of 
both engine and transmission are necessary-. Generall.J, the power output, 
Pe, of an internal coabust.~nengine is as showm in Figure 2a. Tlle line 
of Jla.ximllll e:ngineeff'icienoy is the loeusof all points of u.xiJIUlll 
engine ettieiency at vario.us.po:war l.evels. The steady atat.e u.tllem.at1cal. 
aodel of the HST is well defined, The.. engine ef'ficiency o.f Figure 2a 
could tl:len be reduced to a set of da.t& points and.comhin.ed.w1th t•e 
mathematica.1. model of the HST in any one of several stand.a.rd cOJapu~,r 
optimization techniques, Since J is a fUl'lction of the fou:r variabl•s 
Se, Te, SL, and TI,, the result of u.ximization appea;rs as an area en the 
corres-ponding engine map of Figure 2b. 
In order to simplify the problem for further discussion a.n.d 
analysis, only the case . of J'lOJll.1.nal loading is co!lSiderea. This. case 
corresponds te the nam:111al .. load .of a vehicl.e on a grade (l)f zero slope 
as shown qualitatively in .. Figure 2c, By reduci:ng the problem ... t.o one of 
noainal loat.ionly:, the optimal. region reduces to an optimal line, This 
line llescentrally in the optilllal region and is shewn in Figure 21>, 
The Vacuum-Speed CQntroller Concept 
The first step in implementation ot an optilaumcontroller.requires 
that a set ef engine variabl.es be selected.from.the engine aappingso 
Woods chose .toimp1ement .engine speed. ver.s.us opti.Jawa vac'tl.um since this 
curve is saooth a.m.d well behaved (Figure 3), 
SJ:;>eed .Se (a) ' 
Speed, Se 
(b) 
q=full 
f/llfl Maximum 
System 
E.. ffici ene,y 
Inc.reasing 
G-rade ,C:r 
Figure 2. 
Speed,SL. 
(c) 
Cr=O 
Engine and Load Characteristiea,, (a) Ma.xi• 
mum Engine mfficiency Curve (Qoalitative). 
(b) Zone of Pfu:iJllwa System. mfficiency 
(Qual.11.ative)o (e) The Vehicle Load 
Description (Hypothetieal)o 
10 
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Figure 3, The Foundation of the Vacuum-Speed Controllers, 
Optimum Engine Vacuum Versus Engine Spe~ 
The vacuum-speed controller concept is illu.strated in block 
diagram £orm as in Figure 4. The. engine speed is used in the function 
. gen.era.tor to produce the optimal. vac:nnm, Vd• The Vd - Se curve that 
the :function generator must produc.e is shown in Figure 3. The actual 
vacuum, Va, is then compared with the optimum vacuum at tlle SUJlllllllg 
jm1ction to determine the error, ~E, 1:f any. A power actuator uplifies 
the error and produces a displacement, Dp, proportional to the error, 
q 
Engine 
Function 
Grenero-\:.or 
Transmission Load 
Dp 
Figure 4. A Block Diagram of the Vacuum-Speed Controller Concept 
The V-S Controller Implementation 
11 
Figure 5 shows the v-s controller in schematic form. The nozzle-
disk speed sensor consists of two nozzles mounted radially with respect 
to a disk which rotates on the engine shaft.· This arrangement comprises 
a four-way flapper-nozzle valve, with the teeth on the disk acting as 
the flapper, and produces an alternating pressure signal (AC) of fre-
quency proportional to engine speed. This AC signal is then fed into a 
Frequency-to-Analog device (F/A0 modified General Electric 24MC12A)2 to 
convert it to a DC pressure signal proportional to the AC input fre-
quency, The DC signal is then sent to the function generatora The 
desired vacuum vs speed relation has the same general shape as the 
2Explanatory notes for most fluidic devices are included. in 
Appendix A. 
Rotating 
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To FIA 
(a) 
Rotary 
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(b) 
hyd. 
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Figure 5. A Schematic of the v ... s Controller. (a) The tiozzle-.. 
Disk Speed Sensor. (b) v-s Controller Fluidies. 
ti 
singl&-ended gain cha:racteristio of a fluid amplifier. Biasing is 
provided to locate the .gain curve in the correct position with respect 
' 
to th• .. :incoaing F/A signal. Cllce the actual engine vacuum is attenuated, 
,, 
it can be Cf>Dlpareci directly to the desired vacuum at the sUDUa1ng 
.... 
amplifier. 'l'he error signal prod..ueed by the sUJIIJlling. amplifier is 
usually quite small a.md must be aapllfied again prior to being sent to 
the pneumo-hydra.ulic interface. The pnelUllo-hydraulio interface converts 
the incoming pneumatic signal to a high pressure hydraulic signal so 
that actuation may be acoaplished. This interface, together with a 
rota:ey vane actutor, provides the power uplification necessary to 
produce a pump displacement proportional to the error signal. 
CHAPTER III 
THE MODIFIED V·S CONTROLLER 
All vacu~speed.. contrellers require some method of measuring the 
engine speed. The purpose of this study as stated in Chapter I req,uires 
the synthesis of a speed measuring technique that is copatible with 
hydraulic operation. The noule-disk method. tbat Woods used was well 
suited. to pneumatic operation but peorl.y suited to hydraulic operation. 
General Electric baa recently developed. a device which measures the 
pulses of the exhausted gases of an internal combustion engine ud, from. 
this inf'ormation, regulates the rotational speed of the drive abaft (6). 
However, the details of the GE device a.re not presently availabl,, 
Therefore, an essential. part of this study is to develop some technique 
foraeasuring engine speed which. is well suited to hydraulic operation, 
In :fact, the d.ev.el.opaent of just such a technique for.ms the basis cf the 
Moditied v~s controller. 
The Vacum Signal 
The v-s controller was highly dependent upon the fact that the 
ellgine vacuum .. contains a DC signal which is nearly a function of load 
alone, However, the vacuwa..signal.al.s.o contains an AC dynamic sigr>.alo 
Figure 6 shows that the amplitud.e of the AO signal is dependent on the 
amount ef load as is the DC signal, and this fact must be accci,unted fG)J: 
in the development of the Modified v-s controller. The frequency ef the 
th. 
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Tl)e:refore, the AC and .!le parts nverely have to be extt:'a.©ted .from the 
total vatiu:tW signa.,l to obtain -the tw@ "bits of inf@ma,.ti@n .necessary to 
implement the contt'C!ller. Conl'j;equently, the rA©d.ified v-~ e©n·t:roller 
does n@t need a. separ~te speecl signal generating circuit sin@e all 
AC and DC Signal ls@lation 
~©!ntrif:!)lle:t.·t these L""'e the AC and DC i.solato."tS., T'he tw@ is@lat,©r.s 
pe1:£0:tlllt t-w@ iJ11,po:rtant funi::rticm.s; first, they is©late the appr«J,primte 
part rof the in©e>ming vacuum signal.a seeond, they Jf.t'(!)Vide the neces~~:ry 
bcn.m.dm:y,, or inter.face, between the pneumatic va.cuWll signal and the 
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reJRainder of the controller circuit which will eventually function on 
hydraulic fluid. Although these two devices will perform the function 
of interfacing in the hydraulic circuitry, their pri.nlary role in the 
Modified v-s controller is that of isolating the AC and DC signalss 
therefore, they are referred to as isolators in this thesis. The details 
of the development of these two isolators are discussed in Appendices B 
and c. 
The Modified v-s Controller Implementation 
The Modified v-s controller utilizes the basic vacuuia-speed concept 
as outlined in Chapter II. That is, the AC signal from the AC isolator 
is run through an F/A circuits the resulting DC signal is fed into the 
function generator. Finally, the output signal from the function 
generator is subtracted from the signal from the DC isolator to produce 
the error signal. This chapter is concerned with design considerations 
for implementation of a fluidic Modified v-s controller which utilizes 
the AC and DC isolators. Typical calculations necessary to accomplish 
fluidic implementation are presented and discussed. 
Woods had a large ad.vantage in that he controlled the input 
frequency to his circuit by simply choosing an appropriate nUlllber of 
teeth for his rotating disk speed sensor. For instance, if he chose 
eight teeth, the AC signal was eight times the speed of the rotating 
shaft. In this manner, a frequency of appropriate magnitude was 
obtained for use in off-the-shelf F/A circuitry. However, by isolating 
the AC vacuum signal, the unmultiplied frequency of the engine must be 
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used. Unfort1mately, c0Rllllerc1ally packaged F/A circuitry 111 not avail• 
able 1n this frequency range (1000 • 4000 rpm or 17 - 67 Hz).' There-
fore, it is necessary to design an F/A circuit to serve the expected 
frequency range. Calculations and considerations needed to design an 
F/A are presented in the following section. 
The Design of a MGci1f'ied F/A for the 
Modified v-s Controll~r 
The first step 1n designing an F/A circuit is to make certain t~t 
the incOJlling signal contains nothing but frequency inform.ation. This is 
usually accomplished by providing some sort of signal limiting (or 
clipping) fluidic device as the first stage of the F/A. With this 
technique, all amplitude sensitivity is removed, The choice of fluidic 
elements which can best accomplish this clipping action reduces to twos 
a digital amplifier, or a flip-flop. The flip-flop was selected as tlle 
first stage of the F/A because tests showed it had superior switcldng 
characteristics andminimm loading sensitivity. Once a clipped (on-off)' 
signal is obtained from the flip-flop (Figure 7), the signal is then 
sent to a digital amplifier for further amplification. This techrlltue 
of AC l1mi ting and amplification worked very well experimantall;r, only 
sudden changes in the throttle caused temporary loss of AC sip.al. For 
e:xaapla, with no load on the engine, a step change from full throttle to 
idle caused momentary loss of AO switching. However, under all loaded 
conditions, and with gradual throttle changes, AC switching is always 
present. 
'Jr/A circuitry is available for .$0 - 1000 Hz. 
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The . next step in the design of an F / A requires that an RC network 
• 
be added to the output of the digital amplifier to obtain the needed 
frequency sensitivity. The input resistance ot tme next element is used 
as the resistance of the RC combination and the capacitance is sized te 
p:rmri.d.e a convenient break. point on the Bode diagru. As an exaaple of 
. ~· 
th.is calcw.ation, the 011tp11t of the digital ampl1t1er is 1.Q psi in 
aaplitllde when loaded with a rectifier at three psig supply. Ref.erring 
to the rectifier characteristics in Appendix A, the input resistance e• ·· 
be calculated. 
and, at 3 paig 
R e A.Pc 
i - AW0 
Ri • R1 • 1.3 x 107 ~ in•see 
The capacitance takes advantage of the nat-ural compressibility of 
air. For a rigid tuk with one inlet and one outlet, the Continuity 
equation aay be written as 
W1n - Weut ·~ 
but, V • constant, so 
For the polytropic process, P • cf and 
1 .a • knt-1 g_p 
c dt r ~ 
Reinserting the expression tor P yields 
Furthermore, air must obey the equation of state 
p •j> RT 
Combining the above relations with equation (2) yields 
v dP . dP 
AW • kRT dt • Cp dt 
(?) 
(3) 
r.o 
0.5 
a: 
' ~ 
0.1 
._;, 
·R 
F; Po 
I . Cp 
-
';' 
(a) 
L~-____,_____ 
10 /. .50 100 
Frequency,Hz. 
(b) 
Figure 8 o The Fre41uency Sensi ti vi ty of an F / A Circui to 
(a) Electrieal Analog of thtJ Pneumatic RC 
Networko (b) Bode Plots, 
where CP is the pneUD1atic capacitance 
k • 1o0 for tme isothermal process 
k • 1o4 for the adiabatic process 
Thuso for an adiabatic capacitance of 0.9 Cl!o ino, the value of Op11s 
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9 2 4,9 x 10· in sec o The Bode plat is based on the transfer function of 
u-E. DF.3+- COR.191A52. C 
, Pa 
Outp1..4t 
---, 
rL, 
~>r-.J. ii 
L.J.J 
Load 
Figure ·9 •. Schematic of an F/A 
of the RC network as in Figure 8a • 
.:! __ 1 __ 
RCs + 1 pi 
From (4) the Bode plot can be drawn, as in Figure 8b, for the,R1cp1 
coabination. 
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(4) 
The final stage of an F / A rectldres yet another RC filter ( whose 
resistance is that of the input resistance of the function generator) to 
filter out the high frequency AC signal, and leave only a DC signal. 
A schematic of a typical F/A circuit is presented in Figure 9. Two 
stages of digital devices provide signal limiting1 capacitance to 
provide frequency sensitivity, a rectifier which translates the ampli-
tude variation caused by the capacitance to a useful variation in 
average output levels and one final capacitor to filter out the residual 
AC signal and transmit the DC or average pressure to the function 
generator. However, before the last capacitor can be sized, mere 
information must be known about the function generator. 
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Function Generation and Signal SUIDDling 
The function generator chosen for the original v-s controller was a 
biased proportional amplifiero However, the output characteristic of a 
rectifier is of the correct shape for a function generator (Figure 3) 
and could have been usedo The rectifier offers one less output that 
will have to be captured when the conversion to hydraulics is made and 
was chosen for that reason aloneo 
()lee the rectifier is specified, the last capacitor of the F/A can 
be sized. For example, if a rectifier supply pressure of two psig is 
selected to give proper function shape, the input resistance is calcu-
lated from performance characteristics (Appendix A). The capacitance is 
sized to offer a break point (1/RC) on the Bode diagram which reduces 
expected AC signals to negligible am.plitud:eo For a capacitance of-
2e'75 cu. in. and the input resistance of the rectifier, the Bode diagram 
is that of R2cp2 as shown in Figure 8b. 
The entire Modified v-s controller circuit is illustrated schemati-
cally in Figure 10. In the summing aaplifier, the signal proportional 
to the desired vacuum is subtracted from the signal from the DC isolator~ 
Although the summing device is called an amplifier, its gain is only 
about two and, therefore, the summed signals must be again ampli:f'ied to 
obtain a large enough signal for actuation. 
Finally0 the DC signal must be- bias tuned at the summing aaplifier 
(Figure 10)o This adjustment is left for the user so that any tendency 
for the circuit to detune will be minimizedo 
Resiatance to 
Atten~te Inp1,1t 
Vacuum to Proper 
Level for DC 
Isolator ~ 
r- - - ~ 
I I 
AC I I 
I.:solotor I I 
I I 
L _J 
F/A 
bras 
GE. AR32" 
Function 
Gene rotor 
Tunirig 
Resistor 
Input 
Vacuum 
r--:-· 
I 
De I 
Isolator I 
I 
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Figure 10. Schematic of Modified v-s Controller 
CliPTER IV 
ALTERNATIVE Mml'HODS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF 
FREQUENCY-TO-ANALOO CONVERSION 
The conclusion that implementation of the vacutUll-speed controller 
is possible is partly based on the premise that the engine speed can be 
used to calculate the optimwa vacu'Wll. This task is accomplished in the 
Modified·V-S controller in three stepsr (1) the AC vacuum signal pro-
portional to engine speed is isolated, (2) a DC analog of the fre-
quency is obtained, and (:3) a pressure signal representing optilllum 
vacuum is generated in the function generator. Appendix C presents the 
development of the device needed to accomplish step (1). Step (3) is 
accomplished with a single element--the rectifier, after step (2) is. 
complete. The modified. F/A circuit presented in the previous chapter is 
one technique of accomplishing step. (2). This chapter discusses the .·· 
modified F/A circuit and three other techniques of implementing fre-
quency-to-analog conversion fluidically. 
Performance of the Modified F/A Circw.t 
The modified F/A developed. in the previous cnapter is the first F/A 
circuit examined (Figure 9). The capacitors, which were sized in the 
previous chapter (cp1), were installed at the output legs of the digital 
aaplifier. output pressure of the digital amplifier, AP0 , was observed 
to have the behavior indicated in Figure 11. Although amplitude-versus-
24 
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ct Q+---\lii::=f-T_,.r--____________ --f~~t-------------w-
Average Level 
Figure 11. Dynamic output Pressure of the Digital Amplifier 
in the. Modified. F / A ( Qualitative) 
frequency behavior was quite good, the constantly changing bias level 
made the signal unusable. The most likely cause of the fluctuation in 
bias level is the fact tbat the c1rc11it is composed. of elements which are 
not precisely matched. General Electric produces a modular F/A circuit 
which is composed. of elements similar to those used in the modified F/A 
(Figure 17 in Appendix A)o However, the elements, resistances, and 
capacitances in the GE device are precisely matched, even so, input 
signals must have a precise amplitude for the device to produce proper 
frequency-to-analog conversion. 
The result of the implementation of the modified F/A implies that 
a modular .F / A be _ used, However, the frequency of the AC input signal is 
below the sensitivity range af .JDOdular circuitry available, Two 
approaches to the solution of this frequency problem may be takens (1) 
the internal capacitances (Figure 9) may be modified to serve the 
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frequency rangeo o:r (2) the AC signal may be rectified to increase the 
incoming frequency. An F/A circuit comprising one or both of these 
approaches should be implemented to determine the f~ibility of its 
application in the Modified v-s controller. 
An F/A Circuit Using a Decoupler and a Rectit~-.r 
An F/A may also be constructed U$ing a decoupler and rectifier as 
in Figure 12a. The decoupler is a device which takes a single-ended AC 
input with constant bias and produces a push-pull AC output pressure 
with zero bias. The important characteristic of the decoupler for the 
Modified v-s controller is its frequency sensitivity. 
Shown in Figure 12b is the gain characteristic of a typical .. 
decoupler (GE Mi11). The capacitance in one leg of the input provides 
frequency sensitivity and two stages of proportional amplification 
ensure sufficient output. The decoupler is input amplitude sensitive 
and, theref'ore, all input signals must be clipped. Thus, the decoupler 
should be placed imaediately downstream of a flip-flop in the decoupler 
implementation. 
The input resistances, R1 of Figure 12a, are closely matche~ by GE 
and do not offer the problem of the previous implementation o Ftirthe:r-, .· 
more, a varying bias like that encountered in the moo.ified F/A approach 
is eliminated at the input of the first proportional amplifier in the de-
coupler oirouito The problem with the decoupler implementation is lack 
of fr~uency sensitivity. This statement seems to be in contradiction 
with Figure 12b which was taken frOJll the product literature. However0 
the load is not specified in the literature and was evidently quite low0 
thus giving a high output and large changes in output. Typical ex,eri-
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Figure 13. F/A Using a Diaphraa Isolator .. 
mental results for the circuit of Figure 12 were 
at 25 Hz 
50 Hz 
P0 • o.6 psi peak-to-peak 
P0 • 0.7 psi peak-to-peak 
with Ps • 10 psig. 
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The decoupler output signal needs to be amplified by at least two 
stages of properly biased proportional amplifiers. A stage of rectifi-
' 
cation (with RC filter} to translate the AC signal to a DC signal 
inversely proportional to the incoming frequency completes the de~oupler 
F/A circuit. 
An F/A Circuit Using a Diaphram Amplifier 
This implementation takes advantage of the frequency resJ)Onse of a 
diaphram amplifier to form the frequency sensitive Portion of the F/A 
"circuit" (Figure 13). A diaphram..amplifier produced by Johnson Control 
was selected. This amplifier activates at a very low input presslQ:'e 
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(3 in, ~o). Since the device only has one input, care must be taken to 
locate it at the proper point in the circuit. The single-ended output 
of a fli:p-flop connected to the AC isolator offers proper switching for 
the diaphram amplifier. Therefore, the diaphram amplifier was placed 
immediately downstream of the flip-flop 1n this implementation. 
The built-in capacitance and input resistance of the diaphram 
amplifier form the passive, frequency-sensitive circuit. An example of 
the switching characteristics for the device is given 1n Figure 14a. 
Therefore, the frequency sensitivity is twofold~am.plitude and bias 
level vary with frequency. If a proportional amplifier is placed down-
' 
stream of the diaphram amplifier, good frequency sensitivity is obtained. 
Notice from Figure 1) that implementation causes the bias level change 
to accentuate the amplitude change,. Since only one output of the 
proportional aaplifier.is used, this signal has a characteristic 
opposite to a rectified signa.J. (Figure 14b). That is, the signal variees 
from ambient to soae positive pressure such that the average pressure 
decreases as frequency increases. In order to accomplish function 
generation, the signal has to be inverted so that the average signal 
level increases as frequency is increased. A rectifier perto:r:ms the 
task of signal inversiono 
The problem with implementation is that most of the frequency 
sensitivity is attenuated in rectifieiationo Figure 14 shows that 
although the input signal. varies more than 5<>::' in magnitude over 
appr.oximately a 1500 rpm change in frequency ( 1500 - 3000 rpn), the 
corresponding rectified signal only varies on the order of )O,Co For the 
frequency range of primary interest (1500 - 2500 rpm), the input.1;1ignal 
nried :,°"' (a change of 0.5 psi peak-to-peak) with rectifier o\ltput 
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variations on the order of 159' (a change of 0.2 psi peak-to-peak). 
Therefore, once again at least two proportional amplifiers are necessary 
to boost the signal to a useful level following RO filtering. 
CHAPTER V 
HYDRAULIC OPERATION 
Most of the major problems.associated. with. the change from 
pneumatic operation to hydraulic operation can 'be attributed. to two 
sources, change in density and change in compressibility. This chapter 
discusses some of the considerations which have to be observed. when the 
working medium is changed from compressed air to hydraulic fluit;l. 
Density and the Frequency Response 
First, and perhaps most obvious, is that oil is much more dense 
than air. Consequently, if dynamic similarity is to be maintained, 
hydra.ullc supply pressuresmust_be much.greater than pneumati0 supply 
pressures. Dynamic similarity is interpreted.to mean that speed of 
response is o.omparable, For the same temperature, two amplifiers '-t 
the same Reynolds n1:111ber (and spouting velocity) have the saae speed of 
response. Boothe and Kelley (5) determined Figure 15 by experiment for 
the flow situation 1n a standard proportional amplifier. Figure 15a 
shows that a hydraulic supply pressure of 375 psig produces the s.ae 
spouting velocity as a pneumatic supply of one ps:1.g. 
No.tice from Figure 15a that for hydraulic supply pressures above 
10 psig., the spouting velocity is above 500 in./seo. The length of a 
proportional amplifier is of the order of one inchs therefore, the 
response time is of the order of 0.002 sec. The amplifier thus 
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Figure 15, Hydraulic Fluid Response of a Proportional All.plifier (a) 
Dynamic, (b) Static 
reciuires at least 0.004 sec. to respond. to a cyclic inp11t, which implies 
that any frequency greater than. 250 Hz will have significant attenuation 
(if the s.uppl:, pr'5sure is less than 10 ps1g.). However, since the 
JU.Xiaum. expected .. frequency is less. than. 100 Hz, then any. hydraulic supply 
a,1)ove 10 ps1g •. is ... satis.t.actory for the fret1uency response, 
Density and the Gain Charaeteristic 
Boothe and Kelley (5) also did studies on the effect of Reynolds 
nuaber on the gain of proportional amplifiers, their results are 
. presented in Figure 15b, The "Stretched Reynolds nwn'ber," Ra, &eCQunts 
for different aspect ratios (h/b) of the supply nozzle, The results 
indicate that gain is independent of Rs if that number is maintained 
above 1000, For h/b • 1,0, as ia the cas.e with the proportion-1, ampl1• 
tiers used in this study, the correlation is for Reynolds nua~r 
directly, Returning to Figure 15&, this. Reynolds number corresponds to 
supply pressures greater than 50 psig, Therefore, if the supply pres-
sures to all devices are kept above 50 psig., the normalized curves 
obtained from pnematic experiment {e,g,, those presented in Append.ix A) 
are accurate anough to proceed with the initial stages of the hydraulic 
circuit design, 
Compressibility and C&pacitanoe 
The.pnematic oa.pacitan.ces ef Chapter III were silllply designed 
ainoe tney took advantage of the natural compressibility of air, How-
ever, hyd.ra'tlli.o fluid is very nearly an incoapressible fluid and, 
therefore, a coapliant velum.e or bellc,ws must be ued., Choosing t)le 
control volume as ahon in Figure 16 and perait'ting the rigid. tank te 
aove only in the x•direct1on, the continuity equation is wr~ttcm 
r-----;:-, I Control ~ I 
L_ Vol~m~ _ _t 
k' be'I k~Ws · 
Win 
Figure 16, The Control VolU11e for the TheoretiQal Hydraulic 
Capacitance 
But, p • constant, so AW• psJ. 
c:lt 
where V •Vo+ Ax and v0 is the volume a.t time• zero, 
Tneretore, 
But, 
A.W•f-'A~ 
it 
Furtheraore, the bellows posses$es a spring-like action sc:, 
F-, PA• Xx 
or 
A• dx 
i iiP 
Inserting (6) and (7) into (5) yields 
AW•~jl•C11Jl 
K dt clt 
where C8 is the theoretical capacitance of tae bellows, 
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(S) 
(6) 
(7) 
J6 
The values ot the needed capacitances must be found as bl Chap-..er III. 
That is, hydraulic supply pressures aust be selected iJ1 order that input 
resi&tanees u.:y be 4etem.ined. The Bode plot is detenined. fra kno..,.. 
ledge &f the .inc.Glll.img AC sign.al .. :fractuncy: versus desired out1u.t 
aaplitude. The brealt . .frequen.cy thu. d.eterained. gives the ratio 1/Rah., 
SiJlc.e input resistances are .kncHm, values for hydraulic capacitances are 
calculated. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The feasibility of extracting AO and DO information froa the total 
vacuum signal has been demonstrated. AC and DC isolators hav.e been 
illpleaented such that they possess the capability of being. aupplied with 
either compressed air or hydraulic fluid. Further.nu::,re, the first stages 
of design for the Modified v-s controller have been adcoaplished which 
utilizes the AC and DC isolators. 
Studies on frequency-to-analog conversion of the AO signal have 
been conducted. Implemented F/A schemes have demonstrated frequency 
sensitivity at the expense of circuit simplicity. Further studies need 
to be accomplished to determine an F/A circuit which possesses the 
simplicity required to make the Modified v-s controller a practicality. 
&nphasis in this study has been placed on devices to accomplish assigned 
tasks and not on optimum configurations. Therefore, AO and DC isolators 
need to be redesigned such that optimum. configurations are obtained. 
V•S controllers have been presented which co.ntrol the engine vacuum. 
speed relationship to optimize system efficiency. An S-V controller wp 
presented. by Woods ( 4 )4 and offers possible simplification of illlplea~n-
tation when AO and DC isolators are used. After implementation ot the 
4rhe speed-vacuUJ11 controller is presented in Appendix D. 
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Modified v-s controller is accomplished, the feasibility of in s-v 
controller utilizing AC and DC isolators should be determined.. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(.5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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APPENDIX A 
NOTES ON FLUIDIC ELEMENTS 
In this appendix explanatory notes on the pneumatic behavior of. 
selected fluidic elements are presented to enable the reader to follow 
1mplnentat1on discussions more easily. These notes consist largely of 
a presentation of manufacturers• product sheets which display general 
performance behavior for the various elements. Fluidio devices .are 
sensitive to the manner in which they are loaded and so the manu-
facturers' characteristics presented in this appendix must be used only 
in a general or qualitative fashion. 
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Figure 17. Modified GE MC12A Frequency-to-Analog Circuit (F/A) 
Characteristics 
The v-s controller implementation required that the output 
capacitor of a standard. GE F/A be modified to be consistent with the 
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manner in which the device was loaded. The input-output charact.eristio 
for the mod.if'ied device is presented. in Figure 17 (compare to Figure 18), 
with the device loaded as it appears in the v-s controller. 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FREQUENCY TO ANALOG CIRCUIT Models 24MC12A and B 
OUTPUT PRESSURE vs. FREQUENCY 
CHARACTERISTIC 
xlO 
... 
xlO 
,., 
'r, 
__ ,.. 
,,..-. "• 
----
, ... 
/ 
SUPPLY PRESSURE - FLOW CHARACTERISTIC 
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
__ .. 
1-- 0." !O. -----, . 
:h1~~,/~'t . r 
I ...j,ar 1· · '"~ t"-.31!1 , ... ·· !TYP.I 
~~· Z.10 
·· ITYP.) 
MON! 2111Cl21 
I--- 0. 75 so. --I 
(:'i .125 
\.J T.i,2 .o9i 
Cl C2 _l_ DIAl_ © ©-- m 
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CONSTRUCTION 
Effective nozzle size: 0. 020 in. square. 
Materials: 
Lamination - stainless steel 
Cover and base - anodized aluminum 
Fittings - stainless steel 
Also available without fittings for 
manifold mounting. 
SPICIALTY fLUIDICS. OPERATION 
GET~3491A 
7/69 (2M) For more information, write Section 37-209 GENERAL ft ELECTRIC 
NIW IUSINHSH DIV!LOPMINT OPHATIONI 
SCHINICTADY , NIW YOH 
JOHNSON CONTROL n~mm~ y _ 
Johnson Diaphragm Amplifiers 
Diaphragm Amplifiers are miniature interface de-
vices which perform the same function as a 
piloted three-way valve, but at low outlet flow 
rates. Fluidic signals of several inches water 
gage applied to the input wi II control the output 
pressure up to 35 psig in both digital and analog 
systems. Diaphragm Amplifiers are very suitable 
for providing pneumatic signals to air-piloted 
valves and for powering small cylinders . They 
are also used at · fluidic signal levels for pro-
viding isolation and in timing circuits . 
Johnson FON-Series Diaphragm Amplifiers are 
available in four models, with either 0.012" or 
0 .016" diameter supply orifice and with either 
3" or 8" water gage actuating pressure. The 
larger supply orifice consumes more flow in the 
unactuated state and delivers more flow in the 
actuated state. (See Typical Characteristics) . 
VENT 
. . 
.. !DHlnoN sll"'~ 
-.laDIAPHil" ·,~ FLUl~f..:~~~ 
FON-Series Diaphragm Ampl ifier 
Typical Turn-On Response Ti111e 
Supply Preuwe • FON-Ill & FON-1 28 FON- 16) & FON- 161 
(psi1) (milliHconds) (mil liakonds) 
I 14 24 
30 .. 
10 43 75 
20 61 107 
30 H 129 
• Output is 90" or a..,pply preui,e , with step input and z.ero volYme 
on output . Twn-ofr times a,e always shorter . 
The higher· actuating pressure is desirable when 
the pi 1.ot chamber of the diaphragm amplifier is 
used in timing circuits at fluidic pressure levels; 
the lower actuating pressure is preferred when 
sensitivity is important. 
INPUT ID SUPPLY 
LIJ..9-ouTPUT 
VENT 
Diaphragm Amplifier Symbol 
Dimensions 
CLEARANCE MTG. HOLES 
FOR .,,6 SCREWS Terminal connections are provided on the input, 
supply, and output ports for I I 16" I.D . flexible 
Specifications 
MODEL FON-123 FON- 128 FON- 163 FON-168 
SWITCHING PRESSURE 3 11 ±1" w.g. 8" ±2" w.g. 3" ±2" w.g. 8" ±2" w.g . 
SUPPLY PRESSURE 0.012" 0.012" 0.016" 0.016" 
SUPPLY FLOW SEE TYPICAL SUPPLY CHARACTE RISTICS 
MAXIMUM INPUT PRESSURE 5 psig 
INPUT LEAKAGE@ I psig LESS THAN 0.003 SCFM 
TEMPERATURE LIMITS OTO JSOF (-17 TO 65C} 
RECOMMENDED FILTRATION JO MICRON 
BODY POLYSULFONE 
MATERIALS DIAPHRAGM POLYURETHANE 
SPRING BERRILIUM COPPF.R 
~ JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY 
llilw11kee, Wiscaasin 53201 • 
F'tgure 19e !'onomar1ce Chara.cterlstics of the Johnson FON123 
Diaphram Aarpli.fier 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS PROPORTIONAL AMPLIFIER MODEL AW32 
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS INPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
.. 
GAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
Load = RL * = 20,000 ec/in.2 
• M <l P lb/in.2 
*flow impedance defined as <l w lb/sec 
SUPPLY PRESSURE - FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
200 
1 p, lb/sec= 1 x 1~ lb/sec; 
1000 p, lb/sec= 0.80 scfm 
6 ID 
P5 fpslgl 
~ 
1.050. 
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
0.75~ 
0 0 
.093, 
DIA..t_ 
Construction 
The power nozzle is 0.020 in. square. 
Element materials 
Laminations - stainless steel 
Cover and base - aluminum (anodized) 
Fittings - stainless steel 
Also available without tubing fittings for manifold 
mounting. 
SPECIALTY FLUIDICS OPERATION 
For more _!nformation, write Section 37-365 G E N ER AL - E LE CTR I C 
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
li":igure 20e Perfomance Characte:ristitls ·. of the GE A\'(32 Amplifier 
; 
I 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS DIGITAL AMPLIFIER MODEL DW32 
SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 
,5 
• 4 I RL • 2 X 10 SEC/.IN 
.4 
* FLOW IMPEDANCE DEFINED 
1.0 
,II 
,4 
INPUT AND OUTPUT 
PRESSURE-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTIC 
P0 VS W0 
AS: 4P LB/ IN 1 4W LB/SEC .2 
-.1 0 ,2 ,3 
SUPPLY PRESSURE-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
.. 
... 
.,, 
' 
.,, 
m 
..J 
150 
IL IOO 
50 
0 2 4 6 
'I, (PSIG) 
1 p. lb/sec = 1 x Io-6 lb/sec; 
1000 p. lb/sec = 0.80 scfm 
II 10 
.2 ,4 .6 
'h. 
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
r0.75:"1 
n@ @ 0 0 f 
1.0 SQ. .375 SQ. 
0 
@ 
Construction 
Power nozzle - 0.020 in. 
Element materials 
Laminations - stainless steel 
Cover and base - aluminum (anodized) 
Fittings - stainless steel 
.8 . 
Also available without tubing fittings for manifold 
mounting. 
SPECIALTY FLUIDICS OPERATION 
45 
1.0 
For more information, write Section 37-365 G E N E RA L - E LE CTR IC 
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
i 
;!!! 
., 
,r 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FLIP-FLOP MODEL DF34 
TYPICAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS INPUT AND OUTPUT 
PRESSURE-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
0.4 
0,2 
0,1 
-0.1 0 
~ 
• Load= RL = 10,000 sec/in.I 
0.1 0,2 
•flow impedance defined as 
b. p lb/in.I 
b.w lb/sec 
SUPPLY PRESSURE-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
200 
160 
120 
80 
40 
2.0 4.0 6.0 
P5 lpsigl 
l µ. lb/sec = 1 x lo-<l lb/sec; 
1000 µ. lb/sec = 0.80 scfm 
8.0 10.0 
0.75~ 
~ ~ 
0 0 T 
I.OSQ. .375SQ. 
0 
~ 
.187 
Construction 
Power nozzle - 0.020 in. square. 
Element materials 
Laminations - stainless steel 
Cover and base - aluminum (anodized) 
Fittings - stainless steel 
Also available without tubing fittings for manifold 
mounting. 
SPECIALTY FLUIDICS OPERATION 
For more information, write Section 37-365 GENE R_AL - E LE CTR IC 
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
-4.0 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 3-INPUT SUMMING 
AMPLIFIER 
MODEL 
MS11 
4? 
SUMMING CHARACTERISTIC EFFECT OF SUPPLY PRESSURE ON GAIN 
4.0 
-2.0 
-4.0 
AP1 
AP1 + AP2 
AP1 + AP2 + AP3 
2.0 4,0 
SUPPLY•IO PSIG 
LOAD• 2 XI0 4 SEC/IN2 
2 
4 
3 
2 
3 
4 
Ps • II PSIG 
--- 10 
---
____ 9 
2 
:!: 6Pc ( f'SIG) 
3 EQUAL INPUTS 
LOAD • 2 X 104 SEC/IN2 
SUPPLY PRESSURE-FLOW CHARACTERISTIC OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
400 
! 
i200 
.. 
ll 
100 
2 4 6 
fl; (PSIG.) 
1 µ. lb/sec= 1 x 1()-<I lb/sec 
1000 µ. lb/sec = 0.80 scfm 
8 10 
o,@ -grlL 
0 -i- ,-
1.0 SQ. I 3 4 2 .375 SQ. lJoo s oo--+ ~6 o o@-___..t.:_'87 ~ I I 
j.167 
Construction 
Effective nozzle size: 0.020 in. square 
Materials: 
Lamination - stainless steel 
Cover and base - anodized aluminum 
Fittings - stainless steel 
Also available without tubing fittings for manifold 
mounting. 
SPECIALTY FLUIDICS OPERATION 
For more information, write Section 37-365 G E N E RA L - EL E CTR I C 
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
3-STAGE 
PROPORTIONAL 
GAIN MODULE 
MODEL 
MG11 
GAIN CHARACTERISTIC FOR VARIOUS · 
SUPPLY · PRESSURES 
Ps • 12PSIG, 
· 10 
8 
0,4 0.4 
SUPPLY PRESSURE-.-FLOW CHARACTERISTIC 
400 
. - 300 
<.i 
... 
"' ';;;,-
-' 
::t. 200 
.... 
100 
2 4 6 
Ps ( PSIG.) 
1 p. lb/sec = 1 x 1~ lb/sec 
1000 p. lb/sec = 0.80 scfm 
8 10 
GAIN CHARACTERISTIC FOR VARIOUS LOADS 
• 
RL • (~KEO LDAD) 
6 
Po, - Pao 
-0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 
-
4 
"FLOW IMPEDANCE DEFINED 
-6 
AS: 6P LB/IN2 
7iW mm 
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
r0.75SQ. 
@ 02 01@ ·::.1-
O o-~ r 
1.0 so: Cl , . C2 ·375 SQ . LJ o s o----+. .· @ <;>+@- ___t!87 
j,187 
Construction 
Effective nozzle size: 0.020 in. square 
Materials: 
Lamination - stainless steel 
Cover and base - anodized aluminum 
Fittings - stainless steel 
Also available without tubing fittings for manifold 
mountin11:. 
( 
; 
SPECIALTY FLUIDICS OPERATION 
For more information, write Section 37-365 G E N E RA L - E LE CTR I C 
SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 
Figure 24. Performance Characteristics of the GE ID11 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS RECTIFIER MODEL AR32 
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
0.8 
0.6 
·x. 
0.4 
0.2 
0.2 0.4 o.s 
% 
INPUT-OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
P.JP, 
•• 
' ···t ' ' . _ . . *R = 10,000 sec/in.2 
-0.l O o.l o.i ~) 
*ft . --A-. d d P lb/in.2 ow 1m.,..-nce efined as j, w lb/sec 
SUPPLY PRESSURE - FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 
1 µ. lb/sec = 1 x 1()-6 lb/sec; 
1000 µ. lb/sec = 0.80 scfm 
6 IO 
P5~Slg) 
I.OSQ. 
INPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
oo~~~~~~~.2~~~.3~~­
Py'Pa 
OUTLINE DIMENSIONS 
·8fh_ 
T ,--
.375 SO. 
Construction 
The power nozzle is 0.020 in. square. 
Element ~aterials are: 
Laminations - stainless steel 
Cover and base - aluminum (anodized) 
Fittings - stainless steel 
Also available without tubing fittings for manifold 
mounting. 
SPECIALTY FLUIDICS OPERATION 
For more information, write Section 37-365 G EN ER AL - E LE CTR I C 
5C?HENECTADY, NEW YORK 
APPENDIX B 
THE DO ISOLATOR 
In order to iapleaent the Modified v-s controller, a DC vacuum 
signal isolator is needed. This isolator must give an accurate repro-
duction of the DC vacuum signal while providing an interface between 
the incoming pneumatic vacuum signal and hydraulic controller circuitry. 
This appendix discusses the design and analysis of the DC isolator. 
Design Criteria 
A device which contributes as little additional complexity to th• 
circuit as possible is highly desirable, This criteria c~ be best 
satisfied by a device which provides an output pressure which is a 
linear reproduction(:!" 1&.') of the vacuum DC signal, Any significant 
nonlinearities introduced by the isolator must be accounted for and only 
serve to complicate circuitry, Practically speaking, the DC isolator 
must take a maximum 1-7 psi pneumatic vacuum input and produce a 
corresponding maxiaU111-5 psig output, The isolator must possess the 
ability to produce either a pneumatic or hydraulic output signal. so that 
it is compatible with the purpose of this study. 
Choosing the Config'Qration 
A check with fluidics product literature ( 7) revealed that no 
interface element is commercially available to meet all the requirements 
--Corrlrol 
Volume 1----
_.._.,~ •. w;h 
---tl __ ~. 
Figure 26. Cutaway View of the Corning Interface (Part No, 192695) 
Showing the Control VolUJlle 
of the a1:r¢uit. Existing devices all function with a positive input 
and/or a high pressure output (about 100-500 psi hydraulic). Corning 
has recently dev·eloped a linear flapper-nozzle type interface element 
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(pa.rt.no. 192645) which is capable of producing the appropriate output 
pressure levels (either pneumatic or hydraulic). The only major draw-
back with this device is that it functions on a positive input. There-
fore, it was decided to modify the Corning device so that it would 
accept the engine vacuum signal and still produce a linear input-output 
pressure characteristic. 
A cutaway view of the Corning device is shown in Figure 26. A 
simplified analysis for all-pneumatic operation proceeds as follows. 
Assumption 1s Pressure levels are assumed to be low enough so that 
compressibility effects can be ignoredo This means that flow through 
restrictions obeys the general quadratic form., 
W • ki~AP (1.) 
A. control volume is then c11osen as in Figure 26 and the 'continuity 
equation written, 
(2) 
Assum;etion 2s Wsensed is loaded l>y an orifice discharging to atmosphere, 
Pa" If the flapper-nozzle spacing is X0 and Pin• O, then Equation (2) 
becomes 
k1.(P8 - P01 • k2(X0 - x)/P0 1 - Pa. + k3 -,JP01 - Pa (3) 
Squaring both sides and rearranging Equation (3)s 
(4) 
(5) 
Assum;etion 3s If X is small, then x2 ___. O and ( 5) may be silRplified to 
Ps - Poi 
• k4 - k.5X (6) 
Po1 - Pa 
where ~ A k 2 2k1;2 X0 k 2x 2 • !l.. + + 2 o (7) 
k12 k1 k12 
k.5 ~ 2k3;2 + 
21t22 (8) !!I 
~Xo k1 
To obtain a transfer oharacterist1o 0 a description of diaphra.m stress-
deflection is necessary, therefore 
,!ss'l.mlption !f:2 pin• poi • KX (9) 
so that Ps - Po1 S ) 
pol - Pa • k4 • K (Pin • Poi (10) 
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Rearranging (11) 
This equation can be greatly simplified if more is known about the 
relative sizes of the constants. 
p - p 1 AssumRtion 5s The product K ps ~ is very small with respect to the 
o1 - a 
other terms in (11). Therefore 11 a linear form is obtained. 
(12) 
where (13) 
One technique of assuring that the device does not violate 
assumption 5 is providing a very small spring constant, K, for the 
dia.phram, Examination of the Corning diaphram verified that this 
approach was taken, However, the DC isolator must function with a Pin 
of '.3-7 psi vacuum and a P01 of 1-5 psi so that the net pressure 
differential a.cross the diaphram is li-12 psi at all times. With a small 
spring constant, the diaphram would simply deform until little, if any, 
sensitivity to input signal remained. 
Therefore, the proposed Col:Tllng modi:f'ication consists of finding a 
new diaphra.m material which gives the linear input-output characteristic 
desired t> at the pressure levels expetrted., 
Design Method 
The diaphram design method consisted primarily of trial-and-error 
experimentations, F,quation (11) is the flow governing equatirm, but it 
does not lend much insight to the input-output relationship as K is 
varied,, Furthermore, with exception of the metals, very little ta.bu-
lated information exists for the static properties of possible diaphram 
54 
ma.terialss any calculation using K is very difficult~ Ewen with metal 
diaphra.ms, the thickness and expected stresses can both be adjusted as 
design parameters so that the stt't,.,;to·""do:t'loction :r~lationship becomes 
inconclusive at best. Therefore, a rigorous design procedure was con-
sidered. to be beyond the purpose of this study and intuition and quali-
tative reasoning largely guided the selection of the diaphram material. 
Selecting the Diaphram 
The four general classes of diaphra.m materials considered for the 
isolator wereg elastomers, plastics, composites, and metals. ~h group 
had some predominate problem associated with its long-term use. The 
rubbers had unreliable physical properties when placed in contact with 
hydraulic fluidi the plasti©s had undesirable creep properties3 com-
posites had the bad characteristics of both plastics and r~bbers3 and 
metal diaphrams had extremely small deflections and must be mounted 
securelyo Nevertheless, for feasibility purposes a variety of diaphram 
materials was tried.r Neoprene, Butyl, and combinations of the two¥ 
well as brass and steel in various thiicknesses. 
The two diaphrams which offered desirable (e.g. 11 linear) input-
output eha.ra©teristics were the Butyl and brass diap~s. The Neoprene 
diaphram produced a. highly nonlinear output and was therefore eliminated 
from eonsiderationo It was felt that the Butyl diaphram material would 
be unreliable in the hydraulic fluid environmente Furthemore, tests 
indicated that the elastomers in general. had a rather large hysteresis 
loop. A steel diaphram in the device did net give sufficient input-
output sensitivity as compared to the brass, and consequently a brass 
diaphram of 0.005 inch thickness was sele©ted.. Constrtt©tion of the 
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FigtJre 27 o Modified Corning Interface Gain Characteristic 
with a :Srass Diaphra.m Oo00.5 ino thick, (a) DO 
Isolator Schematic 0 (b) Gain Characteristic 
Corning device offered a convenient solution to the mounting problem0 
since the mounting bolt holes pass through the diaphraa at all tour 
cornerso Therefore 0 the problem of secure mounting was overcome by 
drilling the mounting bolt holes to within close tolerance of the size 
of the mounting bolts to assure no slipping. 
Shown in Figure 27 are the gain characteristics of the Modified 
Corning Interface with brass dia.phram of 0.005 inch thickness. Shown 
in a dashed line in Figure 27b is the single-ended output of the devi~e, 
The nonlinearity was eliminated by capturing both P01 and P0 2 (see 
Figure 26} and letting the device function in a push-pull manner by 
loading it with a proportional amplifier. '!'he aaount of flow which 
passes out the P01 tube is directly proportional to the area between the 
flapper and nozzle. If the diaphraa deflects in a manner such that the 
input pressure and the deflection are directly related, then the area 
and, eonsequently 11 the flow are directly related to the input pressure. 
The input resistance to the amplifier is constants therefore 0 the input 
pressure to the amplifier is directly related to the input flow (output 
flow of the isolator). Or, the input pressure to the amplifier is 
t' directly related to the input pressure to the isolator and tht: ,: solid 
line of Figure 27 is established. However, if the diaphram does not 
deflect in a manner such that input pressure and deflection are dire©tly 
related, then the entire argument collapses and a nonlinear ohara~ter-
istic is established. 
In conclusion, a device has been developed (the DC isolator) which 
provides an output pressure directly propartional to input pressure and 
which performs this action such that input and output flow are isolated 
from each other. 
APPENDIX C 
THE AC ISOLATOR 
This appendix presents the development of the AO isolator., 
Problems associated. with AC signal isolation are presented and dis-
cussed.. 
The AC isolator must be the exact opposite of the DO isolator. 
That is• it must pass the AC signal while blocking the DC signal, A 
device introduced by Katz and Hastie (8) forms the basis of the AC 
isolator., It consists of a rubber diaphram stretched taut and sepa-
rating two cavities, the experimental input-output relationship is 
shown in Figure 280 
Measurements made on the engine transmission system indicate that 
the amplitude of the AC vacuum signal is smallest when the DC vacuum 
signal is largest. This condition is designated as the worst case or 
miniml.Ull design condition for the AC isolator. That is, the AC isolator 
must be designed to transmit as much of the wor.st ease AC signal as 
possible at the frequency involved (engine speed of 1000 rpm or 17 Hz). 
As a load condition, the signal is fed into a proportional amplifiero 
The incoming worst case AC vacuum signal is less than 0.2 psi in ampli-
tude and some attenuation occurs across the isolators therefore, some 
form of amplification is necessary. Experimentation showed that several 
stages of amplification are necessary. A GE three-stage amplifier was 
selected which gives a 1.0 psi amplitude signal at the worst case vao~um. 
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Figure 28. The Katz-Hastie Capacitor, (a) Cutaway View, (b) 
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Figure 29. The Transient Response of the AC Isolator, (a) 1-2 Motion 
Due to Decrease in Vacuum, (b) Pressure Versus Time 
(Qualitativc,) 
In the steady state, the diaphram of the isolator oscillates about 
some average position, which is a function of the DC vacuum input., As 
the load is va.ried. 0 the DC vacuum signal varies and so does the av~e 
position of the d.iaphram., For example, referring to Figure 29, if the 
DC vacuum increases (eog., 0 gage value gets mo~ positive) a volume of 
air is pushed to the amplifier causing a transient change in output 
pressure. This transient change appears to the multistage amplifier as 
a change in bias or mean level. Therefore, the supply pressure to the 
amplifier must be set high enough so that the transient response of the 
isolator does not saturate it (see Appendix A for amplifier character-
60 
istics), Experimental supply pressures less than 10 psig produced no 
AC signal as the transient vacuum occurred, Higher pressures provided 
good output for all incoming signals, therefore, 13 psig was arbitrarily 
selected, 
Figure JO shows how the AC input signal affects the proportional 
amplifier output by virtue of changing bias level, Load affects input 
signal bias and bias affects gains therefore, load affects gain (in the 
steady state), The net result is that the steady~state output of the 
amplifier is a signal composed of load and frequency information, 
However, the AC isolator produces an AC signal which is of sufficient 
amplitude to be of use in related circuitry. Furthermore, the AC 
isolator provides a diaphram between input and output which functions 
as a convenient interface for potential hydraulic operation, 
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Figure 30. Bias Effect in the AC Isolator, (a) Steady-State 
Bias of the Katx-Hastie Device at Two Different 
Loads (Qu.alitati.ve), (b) Gain Versus Bias 
(After Rexford ( 9)J 
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APPENDIX D 
THE SPEED-VACUUM CONTROLLER 
The purpose of this appendix is twofold; (1) to offer background 
on the speed.;.vacuUll controller concept, and (2) to briefly examine S,.V 
controller iJllplementation technique which offers potential reduction in 
circuit complexity. In particular, an S-V controller implementation 
requires that DC isolation and function generation both be done on the 
DC engine vacuum. For the Modified v-s controller, a primary role of 
the DC isolator was to provide an interface for proposed hydraulic 
circuitry. A configuration similar to the DC isolator can be designed 
with the shape of its input-output characteristic that of the optimum 
vacuum-speed function, Thus, the DC isolator can provide both interface 
and function generation tasks, and a combination of these two previously 
separate devices into one device reduces circuit complexity signifi-
cantly. This appendix discusses the speed-vacuum controller concept 
as well as a design procedure to develop the needed isolator/function 
generator element. 
The Speed-Vacuum Controller Concept 
The S-V controller concept is the inverse of the V•S concept. That 
is, engine vacuum is used to determine optimum engine speed which is 
then compared to actual speed to determine the error. This concept if 
presented in block diagram f:o:rm in Figure 31, 
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Figure 31. A Block Diagram of the Speed-Vacuum Controller Concept 
G-
The basic optil'llum vacuum-speed relationship is generated by the 
function generator to determine the desired engine speed, sd. Therefore, 
as in the V-S controller, good off-nominal performance can be expectedo 
The Modified y.;.g controller called f.or a DC isolator with linear 
inpu,t;..cutput cha.ra.cter1st1c. The S-V controller requires the device to 
have an input,;.output curve of particular shapeg that is, the shape should 
be that of the optimum vacuum-speed relationship. This fact is an 
essential step in the general design procedure of the device. 
The general design pr(l)cedure requiress 
1. The diaphram stress-deflection relationship be knowns 
2. The precise shape of the desired input-output relationship 
be known, and 
3. The nature of the load en the device be knowno 
The design procedure is p f ollows8 
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1o The governing flow equations and diaphram stress-deflection 
relationship are written--the load must be known to write 
the complete set. 
2. Design variables (e.g., geometric or mechanical properties) 
are search.ad until the input-output curve has the desired 
shape. 
Step 2 may be accomplished with any of several optimization routines 
currently available for use on the digital computer (e.g., grid or 
gradient search techniques). The search is constrained by limits placed 
on diaphram deflection and geometric values. Some kind of a penalty 
function must be established so that geometrical or other design consid-
erations are not violated in Step 2. This penalty function may be very 
difficult to derive and, consequently, places the most severe limitation 
on the use of the design procedure. 
In sUJ1U11a.ry, a design procedure has been presented which permits 
design of a DC isolator/function generator element. The use of this 
element in an s;.v controller offers significant simplification in 
circuit hardware. 
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